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Affective - Migration and merging of 2 Google
workspace domains

 

Palooma has merged Affective's google workspace domains and
migrated their email, calendar and contact information to a single
domain. We also did the migration of an on-prem server to shared
drive and client support.

The challenge
Following the fusion between 2 entities with name change, Affective
needed to merge its 2 Google Workspace domains on a new unique
domain affective.fr. The merging of the domains had to be effective as
soon as possible, to foster collaboration between entities.

The solution
Palooma carried out the migration of mails, calendar and contacts to
the new domain via google migrate and google takeout for
exports/imports of calendar and contacts. We also configured the
whole admin console and set up the best practices for shared drives.
In a second time, we migrate the on-prem data server to Shared Drive
with Rclone and support the users after the migration.

The results
This migration allowed Affective to gain in productivity but also to
standardize and improve the collaboration between the entities of
Paris and Lille. It also facilitated the administration of the domain and
users for the whole group.

Au delà du conseil et des recommandations de très
bon niveau, l'accompagnement de Palooma et Jérémy
ont été irréprochables. Toujours disponibles pour nous
aider à comprendre les enjeux mais aussi à nous
permettre de vulgariser auprès des collaborateurs. Un

 atout précieux pour notre conduite du changement.

Charles-Henri Carton, Directeur associé, Affective

About Affective
Affective is an agency specializing in the creation
and production of advertising objects for
companies. They transform the promotional item
market by bringing meaning, usefulness and
control of the manufacturing process : By
creating desirable and sustainable product
ranges and by providing transparency and
education on manufacturing processes.
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About Palooma
As a Google partner, Palooma assists small,
medium-sized companies and large corporations
in their transition to Google Workspace solutions.
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